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We propose in the following to use the cover label Communication Acoustics for those branches of acoustics which
are closely related to the information technologies and computer sciences. After a short review of the relevant re-
search fields of the Institute of Communication Acoustics at Bochum, Germany, two areas are dealt with in more
detail, namely, instrumental analysis and instrumental synthesis of auditory scenes. In both areas it shows up that
cognitive and multi-modal phenomena have to be taken into account. Thus, future communication-acoustical systems
shall most probably increasingly contain knowledge-based and multi-modal components - and, further, future
communication-acoustical system will be embedded as subsystems into more complex systems. This technological
development trend will coin the future of Communication Acoustics in the context of the information technologies.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Since the vacuum triode had been invented at the ad-
vent of the 20th century, and consequently, the possi-
bility of developing amplifiers for "low" frequencies
appeared, acoustics as a scientific field has enjoyed a
turbulent up-rise. Finally, a number of inventions could
be applied at large scale which had rested on the
drawing boards for a long time, e.g., the technologies
of magnetic recordings after Poulsen (1889) and opti-
cal sound recordings after Ruhmer (1901).

Since about 1920, wireless broadcast developed as a
public media, followed by the technology of public-
address systems using loudspeakers (since about 1924)
and the talking film (since 1928). The (pure) acoustics,
at this time - with its predominantly physical
orientation - became subject to substantial broadening
of its scope. Acoustics, in fact, became an engineering
science with potent application possibilities. The des-
ignation Electroacoustics for the new field was intro-
duced at that time.

Since about 1965, computers made their way into
acoustics. This fact offered new potencies with respect
to signal processing and storage and, thus, lead to an-
other enormous push in the development of acoustics -
including all branches of acoustics. In fact, the conse-
quences of this process are still unpredictable.

With the advent of computers in acoustics the image of
electrical engineering has changed dramatically as
well. This can, for example, be concluded from the
following terminological evolution: Until about 1950,
electrical engineering (EE) was subdivided into two

fields: strong-current EE (in German Starkstromtech-
nik) and weak-current EE (in German "Schwach-
stromtechnik). After about 1950 the terms electrical-
energy engineering and electrical-information
engineering became more common for the two fields.

Yet, more recently and to a certain surprise of those
active in the field, the label electrical engineering is
predominantly interpreted by the public in the sense of
electrical-energy engineering. The information-related
side of the coin is now mostly termed information
technologies. Consequently, nearly all departments of
EE in Germany have in the meantime changed their
names accordingly, namely, to departments of Electri-
cal Engineering and Information Technology.

Electroacoustics in the sense as explained above and
determined by its spectrum of applications, is closer to
information-technology engineering than to electrical-
energy engineering. A particularly close connection
exists to a relevant field within information technolo-
gies, namely communication technology. Conse-
quently, we have used the label Communication
Acoustics for those branches of acoustics which are
directly related to the information technologies. The
name of our institute has been adapted accordingly.

The modification of the name of our institute, as an
example, made sense for another reason. The term
electroacoustics is now used more and more in a nar-
rower sense, namely, to designate the processes of
energy conversion from electrical to mechanical
(acoustical) energy and vice versa. Consequently,
when talking of electroacoustics, one thinks mainly of
the area which is primarily involved in electro-acousti-
cal energy conversion.
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It comes without saying that acoustics has a lot to do
with communications. It is well known that inter-per-
sonal communication occurs mainly through the
acoustical/auditory channel (speech & hearing). Any
impairment of the auditory information channel are, on
these grounds, of specific relevance. They who do not
hear well, are prone to social isolation.

Basically, the term Communication Acoustics appears
to be tautological, as acoustics is an artificial word,
originating in  the 17th century and being derived from
the ancient Greek word for "to hear" (AKOÝEIN ...

ak’u:in). There are two reasons for that we have chosen
to use the term Communication Acoustics instead of
just acoustics, namely, one related to facts and another
one to politics.

The reason related to facts is that there are indeed
sounds which do not directly support communications,
and, consequently, areas of acoustics which are not
part or not directly part of Communication Acoustics.
The political reason is as follows: For many young
people Communication Acoustics sounds more attrac-
tive than just acoustics. And, since in the current situa-
tion, where we suffer severely from a dangerous lack
of students of science and technology, this is without
doubt a legitimate reason for a more attractive name.

Moreover, by the way, it becomes more and more
difficult to maintain Communication Acoustics as an
isolated branch of its own at universities. Yet, inte-
grated into those areas which, in mutual association,
represent modern information and communication
technologies, Communication Acoustics has certainly
an indispensable role, especially in departments of
electrical engineering and information technology
and/or computer sciences. Acoustical (auditory) sys-
tems components will be found embedded into a vari-
ety of modern information and communication sys-
tems.

Luckily, acousticians, as a rule, do not have problems
to collaborate with other disciplines. They are used to
this situation, since acoustics as mediator between the
physical (sound) and perceptual domains (hearing) is
inherently an interdisciplinary branch of science.
Communication Acoustics, in this context, is particu-
larly qualified to contribute knowledge on the human
being in its role as a source and sink and processor of
information, and to have this knowledge at hand when
it comes to application tasks. The research methods
used for these purposes can, by the way, be used for
investigations into other sensory modalities as well.

2.  THE RESEARCH SPECTRUM OF THE
     BOCHUM INSTITUTE

From the Bochum Institute of Communication Acous-
tics roughly 45 doctoral dissertations and more than
500 theses have evolved since its foundation in 1974.

The areas of research are coined by Communication
Acoustics and, predominantly, aim at applications in
technology. At this time, three professors are active at
the Institute, namely, assistant professor Ute Jekosch,
associate professor Herbert Hudde, and the author.
Research activities are subdivided into four project
groups (visit the institute’s web site for more details):

   (1) Auditory Signal Processing and
Binaural Technology

   (2) Simulation and Virtual Environments
   (3) Technical Audiology and Measurement
   (4) Speech Communication and Product Sounds

In this contribution we shall, as examples, deal with
two field in more detail which are most closely related
to the projects groups (1) and (2) and are particularly
typical for Communication Acoustics, namely, instru-
mental analysis and synthesis of auditory scenes.

3.  AUDIO-TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

An important class of systems in communication
acoustics is given by audio-transmission systems.
These systems allow to transmit auditory scenes across
time and space. In other words: They make it possible
for listeners to listen to acoustical events at a different
locations and/or a different times than were they
originally happened. Classical systems of this kind are,
e.g., radio broadcast and telephone.

Fig. 1  Schematic of an audio-transmission system

Essential components of audio-transmission systems
are one or more microphones, means to transmit, proc-
ess and store audio signals, one or more transmission
channels (incl. coders and decoders), and loudspeakers
or headphones. If authentic transmission is aimed at,
so-called binaural systems are a good choice, i.e. sys-
tems which use artificial heads as a front end.

As in modern systems of this kind the signals are re-
presented in coded form, one arrives at a schematic as
shown in Fig. 1. The system, consequently, contains
means for audio signal processing including memory.
The transmission channels are not explicitly shown in
the figure for keeping it simple.

It is not the goal of this article to discuss audio trans-
mission systems in detail. However, the schematic
depicted as in Fig. 1 is well suited to make clear what
the terms analysis and synthesis of auditory scenes
mean.
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At first as concerns analysis: The listener (shown on
the right side of the schematic) listens to what is pre-
sented to him/her by the system. In his/her perceptual
space an auditory scene is formed, which the listener
then analyses perceptually and mentally - details de-
pending on the specific situation and tasks given. The
analysis may, e.g., aim at localising talkers or concen-
trate on the speech signals of one of them in order to
understand this talker better than concurrent ones. The
analysis may also, to give another example, aim at
judging on the quality of the sound of an industrial
product in the context of its application.

The research goal in the context of auditory analysis is,
in fact, to understand the perceptual and mental capa-
bilities and processes of the listeners in the context of
auditory analysis, and to model and simulate these
instrumentally - by software algorithms, as a rule.
Following this line of thinking, a system for instru-
mental auditory scene analysis has a schematic as
given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2  Schematic of a system for instrumental analysis
of auditory scenes

Fig. 2 has, in fact, been derived from Fig 1, by sepa-
rating the system into two components, the left part
representing the analysis side and the right part the
synthesis side of the system. The analysis side can be
interpreted as a system where the listener of Fig. 1 has
been replaced by a signal-processing component
which, in a way, mimics the perceptive and mental
capabilities of a listener - depending on the specific
purpose of the instrumental analysis.

In a similar way one would arrive at the schematic of a
system for synthesis of auditory scenes. In a synthesis
system (Fig 3), auditory scenes are generated from
input information which, in a complete transmission
system, would stem from the analysis part, for in-
stance, information gained by perceptive and mental
processes or models of these.

Consequently, in a synthesis system, it is not the re-
ceiving end but the sending end of a transmission sys-
tem which is instrumentally simulated - again prefera-
bly by software algorithms. The modelling may be
restricted to the source signals of the sound sources,
but may as well include the sound propagation up to
the eardrums of the listeners. In certain cases feedback
has to be considered as induced by actions of the lis-
tener upon the signals at his/her ears.

Fig. 3  Schematic of a system for instrumental
synthesis of auditory scenes

4.  ANALYSIS OF AUDITORY SCENES

There is pronounced technological demand for audio
analysis - these days often called CASA (Computa-
tional Auditory Scene Analysis). For this reason, this
field is currently an area of pronounced interest in
international research.

Important application areas are, among others: systems
for the identification and localisation of sound sources
- especially in acoustically adverse environments such
as multi-source, noisy or reverberant situations - for
example for acoustically-based surveillance and/or
navigation. Further, systems to separate and "decol-
orate" concurrent sound sources (so-called cocktail-
party processors) that are, e.g., needed as front-ends for
hearing aids or robust speech recognisers.

Also, for the modelling of auditory recognition and
assessment tasks, it is often advisable or even indispen-
sable to start with a scene analysis, for example, in
systems for analysis in architectural acoustics or in
systems for quality assessment of speech and product
sounds.

In this context, so-called "content filters" are worth
mentioning. These filters gain in relevance with respect
to the tasks of automatic archiving and retrieving of
audio-visual program material. There, they are used to
analyse and code the contents of this material (compare
the MPEG-7 coding as proposed by ISO/IEC).

As far as the systems for CASA make use of human
auditory signal processing as a prototype, their struc-
ture follows more or less the architecture as given in
Fig 4. Yet, it has to be noted at this point that there are
also approaches which are not directly motivated by
biological analogies, e.g., electronically controlled
microphone arrays, blind source-separation algorithms.
The following discussion is restricted to the funda-
mental ideas of binaural signal processing.

Binaural systems have two front ports which take the
signals from the left and right ear of a human or a
dummy head as an input. Relevant signal-processing
stages are as follows:
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After a moderate band-pass filtering,
which simulates the middle ear, the two
ear signals are fed into a cochlea model.
Here, the following things are mainly
done: The signals are first decomposed
into ear-adequate spectral components
(so-called critical-band components), then
it may follow what one would call "auto-
matic volume control" in consumer elec-
tronics, namely a compression-like proc-
ess. Finally, the band-pass filtered and
eventually compressed signals are con-
verted into signals which represent the
neural activity (spike-density function) as
generated by the inner ear. One could call
this process a special kind of A/D conver-
sion. This is done for each of the critical-
band components and in each of the two
cochlea-models (left and right ear).

The set of output signals differs in its cha-
racter due to the model concept. It may,
for example, be a set of series of impulses
(neural spikes series) with variable
densities or a set of signals which describe
the density of these spike series as a func-
tion of time.

In a next step the two sets of cochlea-
output signals are fed into to a module
which accepts signals from both ears. This
"binaural" module analyses the interaural
arrival time differences, i.e. differences
between the left- and right-ear signals in
each critical band. The algorithm used for
these computation is usually based on
estimating the interaural cross-correlation
functions in each spectral region or on
related algorithms (e.g. interaural coinci-
dence).

Multiple signals from uncorrelated sound
sources will give rise to multiple peaks in
the cross-correlation function. The peaks
can be enhanced by contrast-enhancing
procedures, such as the so-called contra-
lateral inhibition. The information on the
positions and forms of the peaks of the
correlation functions is needed to identify
individual sound-sources and their lateral
positions in space - amongst other fea-
tures.

In addition to the analysis of interaural arrival-time
differences, an analysis of interaural level differences
is usually performed as well. The results of this analy-
sis can, e.g., be used to modify the results of the cross-
correlation analysis in a meaningful way, such as to
allow for a more precise sound-source localisation.

Fig. 4  Architecture of an analysis systems
for auditory scenes.

Of course, it has to be considered, too, that we can also
hear with one ear only, so additional monaural modules
are often added to the models.

From the processes as describes above, a 3-dimen-
sional time-varying pattern (frequency, intensity, lat-
eral position) results, which is called (running) "Binau-
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ral Activity Pattern" (see Fig. 4, lower part). A number
of tasks within CASA can be performed based on this,
so far strictly bottom-up, processing and its resulting
binaural activity pattern.

Analyses of the binaural activity pattern are, e.g., used
for localisation and tracking of multiple sound sources
in not-too-reverberant scenarios. Also decoloration and
separation of concurrent sound sources succeeds quite
well under these conditions - sometimes even better
than humans can do.

Unfortunately, the algorithms decrease rapidly in per-
formance with reflected sound being added in quanti-
ties which are typical for common architectural spaces.
Moreover, the consideration of further attributes of the
sound-source signals such as, for example, their differ-
ent fundamental frequencies and harmonic spectra,
have not resulted in dramatic improvements of scene
analysis in reverberant environments so far.

It seems that a strictly bottom-up process cannot deal
sufficiently well with these situations - and other more
complex ones. Auditory scene analysis has thus obvi-
ously reached a point where novel algorithms are re-
quired. Further progress may, for example, need the
inclusion of knowledge into the systems, particularly a-
priori knowledge regarding the scenes to be analysed.

The incorporation of knowledge into the systems re-
quires new system architectures. For this reason more
recent approaches
provide modules on
top of the binaural-
activity-pattern level
which work on a top-
down basis, i.e. a hy-
pothesis-driven rather
than a bottom-up, sig-
nal-driven basis. In
this way, it becomes
possible to include
knowledge-based pro-
cessing into the struc-
ture. Model architec-
tures of such a kind
had already proven to
be successful in auto-
matic speech recogni-
tion.

A possible architecture for the complete system is
depicted in the upper part of Fig 4. The binaural
activity pattern is input to a categorisation and
segmentation process which produces an - usually error
infected - symbolic representation of it. The symbolic
representation is then put on a Black-Board module,
where it can be inspected by different knowledge based
Expert modules.

The expert modules, then, generate hypotheses with the
aim of arriving at plausible interpretations of the acti-

vity patterns to the end of producing a meaningful
identification and analysis of the auditory scene. The
individual hypotheses are evaluated step by step,
eventually modified, and finally accepted or rejected.

Each expert module acts on the basis of its specific
knowledge. This knowledge can be represented in the
form of explicit rules or data bases. Typical knowledge
domains involved are, e.g., knowledge of the current
position of the sound-recording head, prior knowledge
on the scene, cross-modal information (tactile, visual,
etc.), knowledge about the sound source and the sound
signals radiated by it.

Once a plausible parametric representation of the
auditory scene has been obtained in this way, any fur-
ther processing and utilisation depends on the specific
task involved.

5.  SYNTHESIS OF AUDITORY SCENES

Instrumental synthesis of auditory scenes is currently
of even higher relevance than their instrumental analy-
sis - particularly where the listeners can act in interact
with the synthesised scenes. These interactive scenes
are often called Auditory Virtual Realities (AVRs).

In the following, a number of possible applications for
auditory scene synthesis and AVRs are listed. The list
is based on applications which are related to projects
which the Bochum Institute has been involved in.

Fig. 5  Schematic of a Virtual-Reality (VR) generator
with auditory, tactile and visual representations.

Such application examples are: auditory displays for
pilots of civil aircraft, AVRs for the acoustic design
and evaluation of space for musical and oral perform-
ances, for individual, interactive movie sound, and for
teleconferencing. Further: virtual sound studios and
listening rooms, musical practising rooms, and systems
to generate artificial sound effects - especially so-
called spatialisers. In addition, there is the auditory
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representation in simulators of all kinds of vehicles
(e.g., aircraft, passenger cars, trucks, train, motorcy-
cles). Also, AVRs are in use for the archiving of cul-
tural heritage, for training (e.g., police and fire-fighter
training), for rehabilitation purposes (motorical train-
ing), and as an interactive interface to the web (internet
kiosk).

Last, but not least, AVRs are massively applied as a
tool for scientific research (e.g., for psychophysics,
behavioural studies, sound-quality judgements). At our
institute, we currently use a generator for virtual audi-
tory scenes to study the auditory precedence effect.

In the following, the architecture of an AVR generator
is schematically depicted (Fig. 5). To clarify that
AVRs are usually components of multi-modal VR
generators, i.e. embedded systems, the figure shows an
auditory/tactile/visual generator. Yet, the discussion
focuses solely on the auditory component.

The example shows a system where the acoustic sig-
nals are presented via headphones. Loudspeaker pres-
entation would be possible as well. Current multi-
channel loudspeaker reproduction systems as used in
consumer electronics (movie theatres, home theatres,
TV, CD, DVD, radio) can, indeed be seen as a pre-step
to virtual reality. However, what is still missing there,
as a rule, is interactivity.

The example system in Fig. 5 contains as its core, a
World Model. This is basically a data bank which
contains descriptions of all objects which are to exist in
the VR. In a layer of the world model termed applica-
tion, rules are listed which regulate the interaction of
the objects with respect to the specific applications
intended. Then, a central-control layer collects the
reactions of the subjects which use the VR system
interactively and prompts the system to execute appro-
priate responses.

In the system shown in Fig. 5, head, hand, and finger
positions of the subject are continuously monitored.
The head positions are of relevance as the signals,
being presented via the headphone, have to be adapted
constantly for the subject to perceive a spatial
perspective which stays spatially still when the head is
moving about (so-called Room Constancy). By moving
hands and fingers the subjects can influence the AVR,
for example, move sound sources about.

Those system components that generate the signals
which are finally presented to the subjects via actors
(headphones for the auditory modality) are called Ren-
derers. The most important component of the auditory
renderer is the sound-field model. This is a module
which creates a set of binaural impulse responses based
on the geometric data of the virtual space, including
the absorption characteristics of all walls and geomet-
rical objects in the space, plus the directional charac-
teristics of both sound source and receiver.

The characteristics of the receiver are given by the
subject’s head-related transfer functions (HRTFs).
These HRTFs must be measured individually on the
subjects to achieve best possible performance.

The binaural impulse responses, which, by the way, are
calculated more than 30 times per second, and contain
all information on the auditory environment, are then
"convolved" with electronically or pre-recorded signals
such as speech or music. These signals should be
acoustically "dry", i.e. not contain a-priori room infor-
mation. The product of the convolution process is then
fed into the headphones.

In many applications of VR it is aimed at exposing the
subjects to a virtual situation such that they feel per-
ceptively "present" in it. This is especially important if
scenarios are to be created in which the subjects are
supposed to act intuitively - as they would do in a
respective real environment. Human/system interfaces
which base on the principle of VR have the potency of
simplifying human-system interaction considerably.
Think of tele-operation, design or dialog systems in
this context - also of computer games.

The efforts involved in creating perceptual presence is
task depending and depending on user requirements.
For example, for vehicle simulators the perceptual
requirements are far less stringent than for virtual con-
trol rooms for sound engineers. Generally, the virtual
environment must appear sufficiently "plausible" to the
listener to provide presence.

In the context of a technique known as binaural room
simulation, models have been developed which provide
an auditory scenario in such a realistic way that listen-
ers can no longer distinguish between a real and a
virtual scenario - i.e. cannot say which one of the two
is which in an A/B comparison. The aim of this kind of
simulation is to be "authentic". The simulations are
static, however, that means that they do not consider
head movements of the listeners in real time. The com-
puter algorithms applied, thus, can be rather elaborate.

Typically, binaural room-simulation systems track
many thousand individual reflections and, additionally,
provide for a stochastic reverberation tail. The tech-
niques used today for this purpose are no longer re-
stricted to geometrical approximation but may include
explicit solutions of the wave equation by numerical
methods, e.g. boundary-elements or finite elements.
Diffraction and dispersion can thus properly be ac-
counted for.

Yet, as soon as interaction is at stake - and this is the
rule with VR generators - real-time signal processing
becomes indispensable. The system reaction must
happen within a perceptually-plausible time span (for
the auditory representation within roughly 50 ms).
Further, the refresh rate for the generated scene must
be so frequent that the perceptual scenario neither jolts
nor flickers. To this end the refresh rate has to be
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above 30 times per second for moderately moving
objects. For objects moving fast, Doppler shifts may
have to be taken into consideration and modelled.

Due to the interactivity requirements, the architecture
of VR systems differs from that of static-simulation
systems. Instead of "authentic" simulation, the aim is
now to create a perceptually "plausible" one. The de-
veloper of such a system obviously needs a very de-
tailed knowledge on human sensory perception, since it
has to be decided at every instant which attributes of
the signals are perceptually relevant and, thus, have to
be presented accurately and instantly. Less relevant
attributes can be calculated later or even be omitted.

Often users of VRs use their own voices in the virtual
environment e.g., in the case of tele-conferencing sys-
tems. In this context, it is worthwhile mentioning that
the perception of one’s own voice in virtual realities is
an important issue. If the own voice does not sound
natural, the perception of actually being in the virtual
environment (the so-called sense of Presence) can
hardly be achieved. After careful analysis and
simulation of the voice-sound propagation through the
air and through the skull, this task could recently be
mastered. Natural perception of ones own voice in VRs
can now be provided.

Modern speech technology offers components which
can be integrated into VR. Examples are: systems for
instrumental speech synthesis and recognition. By
utilisation of these, human-system interaction can be
performed via voice signals. The system, then, reacts
with artificial voice signals which the user can under-
stand. Systems for human-machine dialog and/or hu-
man-machine interaction have already been demon-
strated more than once, yet mainly in a quite rudimen-
tary form.

Since virtual worlds are artificial, namely, are gener-
ated by computers, they rest on parametric representa-
tions of scenes. With a parametric representation of a
specific scenario been given, the parameters represent
this scenario can be transmitted across time and space
with telecommunication technologies.

There exist description languages already which allow
virtual worlds to be defined and specified in a formal,
parametric way. The representation may, e.g., include
spatial, but even semantic (content) aspects. MPEG
coding, as mentioned above, plays a role in this regard.

With the use of parametric coding it becomes possible
that users, which actually reside in different locations,
displace themselves perceptually into a common vir-
tual room, where they may confer together (tele-
conferencing) or even jointly exercise a mechanical
task (tele-operation). Further, one may enter a virtual
environment to inspect it or visit objects in it (e.g.
virtual museum, virtual tourism). As an entrance to
virtual spaces can be provided via the internet, mani-
fold applications can be imagined.

VRs can further be superimposed on real realities
(augmented reality, joint reality) to assist navigation or
provide other on-line support.

Virtual realities play a pronounced role in scientific
research. This is mainly due to the fact that they allow
for flexible and economic presentation of complex
experimental scenarios. Scenarios can be modified and
changes can be performed without any physical effort.
Research in areas like psychophysics, psychology,
usability, product-sound design and assessment is
about to take advantage of this possibility. The use of
VR techniques in these areas is currently dramatically
increasing.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It is one goal of this contribution to show that the
specific branch of acoustics which relates to the
information technologies, has experienced a dramatic
evolution during the last decades. From
electroacoustics, which had been formed as a
symbiosis of  electrical engineering and acoustics,
Communication Acoustics has finally evolved, with
signal processing and computer science joining in. A
clear shift from hardware to software activities can be
observed throughout the field.

As Communication Acoustics deals with both the
acoustic (physical) and the auditory (perceptual) do-
mains, it is really interdisciplinary.

With computational auditory scene analysis (CASA)
taken as one example, it was shown that a major re-
search aim in this field is the development of algo-
rithms which analyse real scenarios in order to extract
a parametric representation. Some human capabilities
in analysis and recognition can already be mimicked or
even be surpassed. To achieve this, in addition to
audio-signal processing, symbolic processing and
content processing gain in relevance. Especially in
modern speech technology this line of thinking can
already clearly be observed.

As to the synthesis of auditory scenarios, it becomes
evident that the VR generators become more and more
multi-modal. In a close alliance with the auditory mo-
dality, tactile (incl. vibration), visual, proprioceptive
information is presented - among those for other
senses. The synthesis is parameter controlled and inter-
active in a majority of cases. Also in this context,
speech technology has taken a leading role (e.g., in the
form of spoken-dialog systems).

Modern information, communication and control sys-
tems frequently contain components which deal with
the analysis and synthesis of auditory scenes, whereby
these components are commonly "embedded" in more
complex systems. To evaluate their function in isola-
tion is often impossible or it leads to irrelevant results.
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In any case, Communication Acoustics represents an
important integral constituent of the modern informa-
tion technologies and should be seen and rated in the
context of these.

It has to be stressed at this point, however, that it
would not make much sense to establish and/or main-
tain Communication Acoustics only as a sub-area at-
tached to a bigger field - e.g., as a "pet" to media tech-
nologies. Communication Acoustics is too broad a
field in itself. To represent Communication Acoustics
at university level in an adequate way, a "critical mass"
is indispensable which should contain a group of re-
searches (3 to 4 full time scientist) at least. This would
correspond to a full "chair" in Germany. Since acquir-
ing grants and research contracts should not pose a
major problem in this field, such a group should be
able to grow on its own after a short while.

Being sufficiently established at a department of in-
formation technologies, Communication Acoustics can
contribute something that should not be missing in
such a department which, by definition, has to deal
with man-machine interaction amongst other things.
The contribution consists of knowledge of and exper-
tise in all aspects human information generation, proc-
essing and perception. Without this knowledge and
expertise available, a department active in the infor-
mation technology would, finally, miss its goals.
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vised is added in the following. The author is very
much indebted to his students and colleagues.
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